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Construction Question 39 states: 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
Questions: 
 

1) Construction question 39 has "(…)" in place of wording in drawing ACC-1003 which 
requires maintaining specific vertical proximity of the trampoline attachments. This 
makes both the question and response confusing. Does construction question 39 allow 
any freedom in the vertical placement of trampoline attachments to the pod beyond the 
+/-50mm vertical allowance in the drawing ACC-1003 note and in interpretation 15? 

2) If the answer to 1) is yes, is the configuration in image 1, with the trampoline attaching 
at point B, which is more than 50mm below the elevations in drawing ACC-1003 
allowed (assuming all the requirements of Rule 9 are met)? 

3) In image 1, the trampoline attaches to cross structure at point C and its primary load 
path goes through Rule-compliant non-trampoline material to, or through the pod at, 
point B, which is more than 50mm below the attachment point elevations in drawing 
ACC-1003. A significant portion of the trampoline loads transfer to the pod at B, but the 
trampoline is not attached directly to the pod. Is this configuration allowed, assuming all 
the requirements of Rule 9 are met? 

4) In image 2, if the trampoline attaches at B, which is more than 50mm below the 
elevations in drawing ACC-1003, and a significant portion of the trampoline loads 
transfer to, or through the pod at B, does the addition of strong lashings or other 
connections with minimal or low tension to the original attachment point satisfy the 
vertical proximity attachment requirements in the drawing note? 

5) In image 2, if the trampoline attaches to cross structure at point C and its primary load 
path goes through Rule-compliant non-trampoline material to point B, which is more 
than 50mm below the attachment point elevations in drawing ACC-1003. A significant 
portion of the trampoline loads transfer to, or through the pod at B. Does the addition of 
strong lashings or other connections with minimal or low tension to the attachment 
points on the pod specified in drawing ACC-1003 satisfy the vertical proximity 
requirements in the previously-referenced drawing note? 

6) If the answer to question 5 is yes, must these lashings carry a measurable portion of the 
trampoline load, either pretension loads or loads from the weight of a crew member 
near their point of attachment?  

7) If the answer to question 6 is yes, what portion of the trampoline load must transfer to 
the points of attachment on the pod specified in drawing ACC-1003? 
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Interpretation: 
 

1) No. The full text of the note from drawing ACC 1003 was considered in answering 
Construction Question 39, and the vertical proximity requirements of that note are 
obligatory. CQ39 allows no additional freedom for vertical placement of trampoline 
attachments other than as clarified in Interpretation 15. 

2) Not Applicable. 

3) No. “Vertical proximity of trampoline attachments must be maintained within +/-50mm” 
does not refer only to the construction details shown, but also to the lashings or other 
method of attaching the trampoline to the pod. In image 1, the “trampoline attachments” 
do not fall within the required vertical criteria. 

4) No, the trampoline point of attachment to the cross structure will be along the path 
which the Measurement Committee deems to be the primary load path. 

5) See answer to 4. 

6) Not Applicable. 

7) Not Applicable. 
 
END 

Issued by the America’s Cup Measurement Committee on January 6, 2017 

 


